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The Cushion of Arrav was a
follower sprite for the
RuneScape shield, which
looks similar to the actual
Phoenix Gang sprite used in
RuneScape. Shortly after the
removal of the old Phoenix
gang from RuneScape, the
Cushion of Arrav was
renamed to the Phoenix
Gang, and its sprite
redesigned. The Phoenix
Gang was a follower sprite for
the RuneScape shield, which
looks similar to the actual
Phoenix Gang sprite used in
RuneScape. Shortly after the
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removal of the old Phoenix
gang from RuneScape, the
Phoenix Gang was renamed
to the Phoenix hq key, and its
sprite redesigned. The Reaver
of Arrav was a sprite used in
the first months of
RuneScape during the Shield
of Arrav quest to access the
Reaver's hideout. Reaver is
the uncle of Bard (a gang
leader), and is a member of
the Phoenix Gang. [1] After
the quest was silently
reworked in a hidden update
several months after release;
the key was removed in
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favour of Straven not letting
players enter the hideout if
they had not joined the gang.
The Reaver's Hideout was a
secret hideout for Reaver
accessible with the Reaver of
Arrav key in the Shield of
Arrav quest. Reaver is the
uncle of Bard (a gang leader),
and is a member of the
Phoenix Gang. [1] After the
quest was silently reworked
in a hidden update several
months after release; the key
was removed in favour of
Straven not letting players
enter the hideout if they had
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not joined the gang.
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